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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Art and craft materials that contain toxic chemicals but do not warn of the
associated health dangers can be found on retailers' shelves across the country. despite
a federal law requiring these products to be labeled for their long-term health hazards.

The ingredients in many art and craft supplies can cause severe lung, kidney.
liver, nerve or brain damage, cancer, blood disorders or reproductive damage. In order
to protect the millions of Americans from professional artists to children to senior
citizens -- who use art supplies that can endanger their health, Congress passed a law
in 1988 requiring all art and craft supplies to be labeled for their long-term health
hazards. The law took effect in November 1990, and now all art and craft supplies
must be labeled in compliance with the federal legislation.

The Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs) conducted an investigation in
June and July 1991 to determine whether art and craft manufacturers are complying
with the federal labeling law. The investigation found:

Forty-four percent (or 23) of 52 art products surveyed that contained
toxic chemicals failed to warn of the associated long-term health hazards.

Only 19% (or 10) of tliie 52 toxic art supplies surveyed included an actual
phone number on the product label, despite the law's requirement that
toxic art supplies include a phone number on the label so that consumers
can contazt the manufacturer for more detailed safety information.

The survey also revealed that:

Only 36% (or 54) of the 150 art products initially surveyed included a
conformance statzment on the label, making it impossible for consumers
to determine whether the product has been checked for toxic chemicals.

Different brands of similarly toxic products may have different labels --
one that warns of the long-term health hazards and one that does not.

Despite the federal law designed to inform consumers of the long-term health
risks associated with certain art products, inadequately labeled toxic products continue
to be sold. Unfortunately, artists, parents and teachers cannot assume that an art
product is safe simply because the label does not include health warnings.

PIRG calls upon the Consumer Product Safety Commission to investigate the
findings of this report and to enforce the law. Government action to strengthen safety
laws in order to protect millions of Americans from toxic art products is also necessary.
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INTRODUC11ON

Jon Glowacki. at age 13. died suddenly on Februan 20. 1q85. :Jon spent much
!Ice time engaging in art and craft activities and had been at home alone mine Ross'
cement. A sample of the glue accompanied his body to the medical examiner's office. The
mediml examiner listed his cause of death"as "sudden death associated with inhalation of Noiall:c
hydrocarbons.* Ross' rubber cement contained n-hexane, an aliphatic hydrocarbon. which has
been associated with heart arrhythmia (heartbeat irregularity) and poly neuropathy. a progressive
disorder of the nervous system musing motor paralysis and a deficiency of the respiratory
.muscles.

* * *

For years, millions of Americans have assumed that art and craft materials are
safe because they were not properly warned of the risk of long-term hazards by reading
the labels of most art supplies.

The problem of toxic art supplies, and their particular danger to children, was
first tackled in 1984 when Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs) in California,
Massachusetts, New York, Oregon and the District of Columbia conducted studies of
the art supplies used in their local public schools. Each study came to the same
conclusion: schoolchildren were routinely using art materials such as rubber cements,
permanent markers and clays and glazes which contain dangerously toxic substances.
In most instances, teachers were unaware of the potential long-term dangers of the art
supplies because the products did ngt carry chronic hazard warning labels.

As a result of the efforts of the California PIRG and other interested roups to
uncover and publicize this problem, in 1984, California passed the first state law in the
country to require chronic hazard labeling of art and craft materials and to restrict the
use of these products in pt.blic schools. Similar laws were enacted in Connecticut.
Florida, Illinois, Oregon, Tennessee and Virginia during the next four years.

On the national level, in 1988, President Reagan signed into law the "Labeling of
Hazardous Art Materials Act,"1 which requires art and craft products containing
substances that can cause chronic illnesses to have warning labels. The law took effect
in November 1990, and now labels on art and craft supplies must include a full list of
toxic ingredients and adequate warnings about their long-term health dangers.

This report details the results of a PIRG investigation conducted to determine
whether art and craft manufacturers are complying with the federal labeling law. The
investigation found that many unlabeled hazardous art supplies continue to be sold.
Unfortunately, artists, parents and teachers cannot assume that an art product is safe
simply because the label does not include health warnings.

1Public Law 100-695, November 18, 1988.
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IIAZARDS OF ART AND CRAFT MATERIAI S

`.1.!nv

t,iiler chronic

For example. solNents contained in rubber cen7::.
markers, and used in oil painting and silk-screening. have been associated with nenous
system damage, internal organ damage, respiratory damage, skin disease and
miscarriages. Lead, found in paints, clays and glazes, .can poison the renal and nervous
systems, and cause anemia, sterility and birth defects. Lead solders contained in
stained glass hobby kits have caused lead poisoning in hobbyists. Asbestos, found in
talc and clays, is linked to lung cancer, mesothelioma and asbestosis. Cadmium-
containing silver solders, used in jewehy-making, metal sculptures, silver brazing.
soldering and welding, when inhaled or ingested can result in severe chronic lung and
kidney damage, and acute, severe respiratory tract irritation, lung damage and even
death.

In 1981, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) released the results of a study of
death certificates of 1598 professional artists. The study found significantly elevated
risks of arteriosclerotic heart disease, leukemia, and cancer of the bladder, colon,
rectum, kidney and brain among white male artists. Among female artists studied,
excess numbers of deaths due to cancer of the rectum. lung and breast were noted.2
Results from a case-control intervieW study by NCI of bladder cancer patients found
further support for an association between bladder cancer and employment as an
artistic painter.3

MILLIONS AT RISK

The health of millions of Americans is threatened by the presence of hazardous
substances contained in art and craft products. A Harris poll from November, 1984
found that 50 million Americans paint or draw as a hobby, 29 million make pottery or
ceramics and 15 million sculpt or work with clay. In addition, the National Endowment
for the Arts Research Division estimates that the.e are over one million professional
artists and craftspeople in the United States.

2"Mortality Patterns Among Professional Artists: A Preliminary Report." Barry A. Miller. Aaron
Blair, and Michael McCann, National Cancer Institute (1985).

3"Cancer Risk Among Artistic Painters," Barry A. Miller, Debra Silverman, Robert N. Hoover and
Aaron Blair, American Journal of Industrial Medicine 9:281-287 (1986).
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CHILDREN AT RISK

Beginning in 10S-1. PIRGs in California. Massachusetts. Ne,.%. 1--

the District of Columbia conducted s.udies ci the art and craft supplies being use,.
he public schools in their areas. The studies found that chilL'.7en routinely use ar

materials such as rubber cements, permanent markers and clays and glazes whicil
contain many of the same toxic substances that have been documented to cause ch:
illnesses in adults. In most instances, teachers and school officials were unaware 1::at
these products posed dangers and were eager to rid the sc.hools of inappropriate
supplioF as soon as they were informed of the hazards in the products.

When compared to adults, children are at a higher risk of developine diseases
from exposure to hazardous substances for four reasons. First, exposure by a child to
the same amount of a substance as an adult experiences will result in a greater
concentration of that substance in the child's body. This phenomenon is illustrated best
with an analogy familiar to everybody a child who drinks an alcoholic beverage will
be affected much more than an adult who consumes the same amount of alcohol.

Second, children's bodies are still developing, so that damage to vital immune
mechanisms can lower future resistance to infection and disease. Children's developing
nervous systems and brains are particularly sensitive to damage from substances that
cause or contribute to chronic harm. where effects may not be immediately apparent.'

Third, children's high metabolic rate results in a greater tendency to absorb toxic
chemicals. Finally, children often do not follow directions properly and they tend to
inisuse products by, for example, inappropriately putting things in their mouths. For
these four reasons, regulations are needed to protect children from exposure to toxic
substances contained in art and craft suppEes.

Seven states -- California, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Orel on, Tennessee, and
Virginia -- have passed laws which not only require chronic hazard labeling of art and
craft materials, but also restrict the use of these products in public schools. The
California Department of Health Services has developed a list of acceptable art
products for elementary school children. Safer substitutes for most of the toxic art
supplies used in schools are available. (See Appendix A for a list of safe substitutes.)

In 1988, Congress passed legislation -- modeled on the state laws -- to require
art and craft supplies to be labeled for their long-term health hazards and appropriate
use. Unfortunately, the federal law does not ban the use of toxic art products in
elementary schools or require the development of a list of acceptable products for

4"Procee4ings of the SOEH Conference on Health Hazards in the Arts and Crafts,' Society for
Occupational and Environmental Health, editors: Michael McCann and Gail Barazini, p.146 (1980).
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elementary school children. PIRGs continue to work a: a state to protect
..hildren from hazardous art supplies and ark' iezis!a:; '77 ,` N.!, :71

,- lersev to 1,.1:1 the use of

1] ai'sence of a comprehensive state prol:rarn restrictin: the
art surplies in schools. school officials should Nl:1:ariiv estabils]

to use uniy non-hazardous art materials with elementary school children. :in,: t,,
toxic materials in secondary schools only under proper conditions. In order
out a program of safe purchase and use of art products. however, school officials need
to know two things: 1) which art products are too hazardous for youne children: and
2) how teachers and older children can use hazardous products safely. Without
comprehensive labeling and easy identification of hazardous products, school systems do

not have the expertise to establish effective art materials safety programs.

THE FEDERAL ART SUPPLIES LABELING LAW

The federal law requires art and craft products containing sub!.ances that can
cause chronic illnesses to have warning labels. Modeled on the laws already passed in
seven states, the federal law simply adopted an existing voluntary standard -- ASTM
D4236-88 -- as a mandatory labeling standard for arts and craft materials.

According to industry groups,labout 85 percent of the art and craft industry's
products complied with the voluntary standard even before the federal law was passed.
The 15 percent that had not participated in the voluntary labeling program were given
two years after the law passed to prepare and respond to this new requirement.

Beginning November 1990, art and craft supplies that pose long-term health risks
must have warning labels that include:

1) A warning statement of the hazard, such as "CANCER AGENT!
EXPOSURE MAY PRODUCE CANCER";

2) identification of the hazardous ingredients:

guidelines for safe use. such as "Avoid inhalation/ing-stion/skin contact''.
or "Use NIOSH-certified mask for dusts/mists/fumes"; and

4) the name, address, and telephone number of the manufacturer or
importer.

It is the responsibilty of the federal Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC) to ensure that hazardous art materials meet the federal labeling requirements.

5
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TIIIE PIRG INVESI1GATION

Parents cannot choose safe art and craft supplies for children unless the
products list the ingredients and warn of any associated hazards. Artists and hohrlyisis
cannot use art supplies appropriately unless the products prov;de information t)ii
potential hazards and how to avoid them. PIRG conducted an investigation to
determine whether art and craft supplies are adequately labeled for their long-term
health hazards and appropriate use.

Methodology

PIRG researchers surveyed art stores, hardware stores, and drug stores,
recording detailed information on the labeling of 150 art and craft products that might
pose long-term health hazards. The researchers targeted the types of commonly-used
products that have often been found to pose chronic risks, including paints, adhesives,
fixative sprays, paint thinners, shellacs, varnishes, dyes, inks, ceramic glazes, and silk-
screening materials.

The researchers contacted each manufacturer at the address provided on the
product label and requested a copy of the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for
each product.

The MSDS lists information Aecessary for a person to correctly and safely use a
chemical product. The Department of Labor requires industries using a toxic substance
to have these forms available for their workers. The MSDS provides the name of a
chemical product, identifies any toxic ingredients, lists its physical properties, its fire and
explosion data, its acute and chronic health hazards, and cleanup information. The
MSDS also lists special precautions to take before using the product and protective
equipment to use the product. (See Appendix B for a sample MSDS.) Within one
month, many of the companies contacted complied with the written requests. However,
some companies did not reply at all, even after several attempts were made to contact
them. MSDS's were returned for 91 of the 150 products surveyed.

The ingredient and chronic hazard information from the MSDS was compared to
the information provided by the product label to determine whether the label
adequately informs the consumer of the long-term health dangers. In some cases. the
MSDS did not reflect the most recent scientific information on the chronic health
hazards of a particular chemical. The Environmental Protection Agency's "Hazardous
Substance Fact Sheet" on a chemical was used to supplement the information on
incomplete MSDS's. Fifty-two of the products surveyed contained toxic chemicals and
should have been labeled for their chronic hazard, according to the review of product
ingredients from the product labels, MSDS's and supplemental information. Twenty-
nine of those 52 products (56%) were adequately labeled.
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Findings

A. Forty-four percent (or 23) of the 52 toxic art products surwvcd tailed to warn t
the associated long-term health hazards.

PIRG researchers surveyed art & craft stores and found 52 art. products th.i:
contain toxic chemicals and should be labeled for their long term health hazards.
Nearly half (44%) did not warn of the associated health risks.

No attempts were made to be comprehensive. The following list of 23 toxic art
products are unfortunately just a sampling of inadequately labeled art and craft supplies
on retailers' shelves.

1. Liquitex Artist Rectified Thrpentine, Binney & Smith, Easton, PA 18044

Label Statement
(What the Label Say; about Chronic Hamrds)

Use in well-ventilated area. Avoid prolonged
breathing of vapor.

INo warning of long-term health hazards.)

Known Hazards
(What the Label Doesn't Say)

Chronic exposure may cause predisposition to
pneumonia and chronic nephritis. Chronic
exposure can produce allergenic sensitization.
(Source: MSDS)

2. Sunnyside pure gum spirits of turpentine, Sunnyside Corp., Wheeling, IL 60090.

Label Statement

Health Hazard. Avoid breathing vapor or spray
mist. Provide plenty of fresh air by opening
doors and windows or use explosion proof
vent,lation equipment.

Known Hazard

May cause predisposition to pneumonia and
chronic nephritis. Chronic exposure can
produce allergenic sensitization. Possibility of
teratogenic effects exists for pregnant women.
(Source: MSDS)

3. Nankee Gum Itopentine, Sunnyside Corporation, Wheeling, IL 60090.

Label Statement

gum spirits of turpentine

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

Known Hazards

May cause predisposition to pneumonia and
chronic nephritis. Chronic exposure can
produce allergenic sensitization. Possibility of
teratogenic effects exists for pregnant women.
(Source: MSDS)



4. Gum Spirits of Thrpentine. M. Grumbacher, Cranhun. N.J. 08512.

Label Stawmern

N, -.:.;1::7 ci 11%.%1 lth

Known

1;:: %%omen :SOurce:

5. Columbia Artists' Rubber Cement. (olumbia Cement Co.. IT,:ort. Ni 115:u

Label Statement

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

6. Duro Cement, Devcon Corp., Danvers, MA 01923

label Statement

Contains acetone & Butyl Acetate

tNo warning of long-term health hazards.)

7. Val-Oil, Valspar Corp., Minneapolis, MN 55415.

Label Statement

Contains Petroleum Distillate.
Avoid prolonged contact with skin and
breathing vapor or spray mist.

Use only with adequate ventilation.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.)

8
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Known Hazards

Contains Hexane.

Overexposure to components has been
suggested as a cause of the following effects in
humans: Central nervous system damage,
damage to peripheral nerve tissue resulting in
muscular weakness and loss of sensation in the
extremities, brain cell damage. (Source: MSDS)

Known Harards

Prolonged or repeated exposure by inhalation o;
vapor and/or skin contact with the liquid can
damage the nervous system, blood, and kidneys.
Symptoms may include those of acute inhalation
as well as loss of appetite, weight loss, and
personality changes. (Source: MSDS)

Known Harards

Reports have associated repeated and prolonged
occupational overexposure to solvents with
permanent brain and nervous system damage.
Intentional misuse by deliberawly concentrating
and inhaling the contents may be harmful or
fatal. (Source: MSDS)



8. DURO Spray Adhesive. 1.0etite Cle.eland. OH 4412s.

Label Statement

Dimeink

Do not tnealhe vapor.

INo warning of long-term health hazards.]

,11111/47 \ iC

...-nentrationfl associato..!
rolneorTal

9. PENTEL Correction Pen (Red), Pentel of America. Torrance. CA 90503.

Label Statement Known Hazards

n/a Contains 1,1,1-trichloroetharie (methyl
chloroform) and n-hexane.

Most likely route of exposure - INHALATION;
target organ systems and effects: CNS
depression, Cardiac arrhymthias. (Source:
MSDS)

10. Design Art Marker, Faber-Castell rporation, Lewisburg, TN 37091.

Label Statement Known Hazards

Caution. Contains Xylene. Use with Adequate
ventilation.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

At High Concentration may cause dizziness.
minor reversible kidney & liver damage.
(Source: MSDS)

11. Deeocolor Opaque Paint Marker, Uchida of America, Carson. CA 90746.

Label Statement Known Hazards

Caution. Contains Xylene. Use only in well
ventilated area.

IN° %%Arnimg of kmg-term health hazards.]

9

Xylene is a teratoeen. damaez's bone marrow,
may lead to lier and kidney damacte. (Source:
EPA)

[Note: The MSDS form does not mention
chronic hazards.]



12. E-6(XX) Adhesive Sealant. Eclectic Products. Inc.. Caion. CA

label Statement

CONTAINS: Thlucne, VIM and P Naolitha.

Use with adequate ventilation.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

Known

Excessive inhalation of varor,
and respiratory irritation. central 71ervol:
and anesthetic or narcotic effect.
Overexposure to components of this product
haye been sugested as a cause of the following
effects in humans: liver abnormalities. (Source:
MSDS)

lbluene is associated with liver and kidney
damage, damage to bone marrow, and possible
brain damage. (Source: EPA)

13. Folk Art Mud, Old Thrnpike iblehouse, Wayne, NJ 07470.

Label Statement Known Hazards

Contains petroleum distilates. Contains Mineral spirits, ethyl benzene.
crystalline silica (hazardous only as dust when

[No warning of long-term health hazards.] product is sanded).

14. Glitter Magic, Walco-Linck Co., Clifton, NT 07015.

Label Statement

Contains ibluene. Do not breathe vapors.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

10

Skin contact -- Prolonged or repeated exposure
may cause dermatitis. Reports have associated
permanent brain and nervous system damage
with repeated, prolonged overexposure to
st,lvents among persons engaged in the painting
trade. (Source: MSDS)

Known Hazards

Toluene is associated with liver and kidney
damage, damage to bone marrow. and possible
brain damage. (Source: EPA)

[NOTE: MSDS form states "Chronic: None
known.")

I 3



Thi Bond Rubb6r Adhesive. sold by True Value Hardware Stores. Chicago. IL 60614.

Label Statement

Contains To & Petroleum distillates. l's.!
with adequate ventilation.

[No warning of long-term health haiards.]

Known Hazards

Thiuene is associated with liver and kldn:
damage, damage to Pone marrow. And
brain damage. (Source: ERN)

[NOTE: Though MSDS form was reque:-ted, it
was never received.]

16. Mostenbocker Lift-Off Aerosol Cleaner, Loctite Corp. Geveland, Oh 44128.

Lzbel Statement

Contains xylol, Petroleum distillate, chlorinated
solvents.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

Known Hamrds

Contains 1,1,1-11ichloroethane and xylene.
Acute exposure to xylene vapor may cause
central nervous system depression and minor
reversible effects upon liver and kidneys.
(Source: MSDS)

17. Copper lbpper Antiquine Solution, Modern Options, San Francisco, CA 94103.

Label Statement

t
Contains ground copper particles, ammonia,
ethylene glycol, ethylene glycol monobutyl ether.

Use only in well-ventilated area. Do not inhale
vapor.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

Known Ham&

Ethylaie glycol has teratogenic effects and is
associated with kidney and brain damage.
Glycol ethers may cause birth defects and
damage to the reproductive system. (Source:
EPA)

[Note: The MSDS form states: 'Chronic
None Known."I

18. Bond 527 Multi-Purpose Cement, Bond Mhesives Co., Newark, NJ 07114.

Label Statement

Contains Acetone. Use only in well-ventilated
area. Avoid vapors.

(No warning of long-term health hazards.)

11

Known Hazards

Contains acetone and isopropanol. The solvent
system of this product may aggravate pre-
existing disorders. (Source: MSDS)

Ingestion of acetone may cause liver and and
kidney damage. Both acetone and isopropanol
can cause central nervous system depression.
lsopropanol may cause liver and kidney damage
based on animal data. (Source: EPA)
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Z-Pro Water-Ba.sed Spray Paint. I-Pro,

1...thel Statement %-.10.4n t iarards

[No w:tInint2 ion::-! (ontains Ethylene Cdco: NI7.
(Source: NISDS)

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether can caue liver
and kidney damage and central nervous sstem
depression: may cause blood disorder based on
animal data. (Source: EPA)

1NOTE: MSDS form only lists acute hazards
associated with this chemical.]

20. ENVIROSPRAY acrylic water-based spray paint, Environmental lbchnology, Inc., Fields Landing,
CA 95537.

Label Statement Known Hazards

(No warning of long-term health hazards.) Contains Ethylene Glycol Monobutyl Ether and
Isopropanol. (Source: MSDS)

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether can cause liver
and kidney damage and central nervous system
depression; may cause blood disorder based on
animal data Isopropanol can cause central
nervous system depression and may cause liver
and kidney damage based on animal data.
(Source: EPA)

[NOTE: MSDS form only lists acute hazards
associated with these chemicals.)

21. Denatured Alcohol Solvent, Sunnyside Corp., Wheeling, IL 60090.

Label Statement

Contains denatured ethyl alcohol & less than
4% methanol.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

12

Known Hazards

Overexposure to methanol can result in acidosis
and visual disturbances which may progress to
permanent loss of vision. (Source: MSDS)



!'re-tc.sted OdorkNs Thinner.

ahel Statemem

Use with adequate ventilation. contains
petroleum distillates.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

Conuins Naphia. Kidney damage
with prolonged exposure. High vapor
concentration are anesthetic and may have other
central nervous system effects. (Source: MSDS)

23. Odorless lbrpenoid, Martin/E Weber Company. Philadelphia. PA 19154.

Label Statement

Petroleum Distillates.

[No warning of long-term health hazards.]

Known Harards

While this material has a low level of toxicity,
reports have associated repeated and prolonged
occupational overexposur e. to solvents with
permanent brain and nervous system damage.
(Source: MSDS)

B. Only 19% (or 10) of the 52 toxic art supplies surveyed included an actual phone
number on the product label.

The federal labeling law requires art supplies that contain chronic hazards to be
labeled with "an appropriate telephone number," but the majority of art and craft
materials do not include this important information.

The purpose of placing a phone number on an art product is to allow
consumers to contact a manufacturer for more detailed information about chronic
hazards, ingredients or safe use. Manufacturers are the only source ,e mplete
ingredient information including non-hazardous ingredients and trace impurities to
which an allergic individual may react. The manufacturers have Material Safety Data
Sheets for each art product that lists the identity of any hazardous ingredients, routes
of entry into the body, acute and chronic health effects, cancer status, signs and
symptoms of exposure, medical conditions aggravated by exposure, and precautions for
safe handling and use.

13



Manufacturers are also well-equipped to provik!c ...\7osure information
-hey understand how the product is used, know in what the material
,.!r.countered (liquid, dust. mist. vapor, etc.), ,17 familiar with
:udios or school classrooms, and other fa,:tors af:-.cting

Industry groups argue tn.i:
complies with the law's requirements. But a poison control center .ould not be able
to provide important information about chronic hazards that the manufacturer itself can
provide. The CPSC has interpreted the law's requirement for "an appropriate phone
number" to be an actual phone number that a consumer can contact to obtain more
information about the chronic hazard presented by the product. but must make it clear
to manufacturers that the agency will enforce this requirement.

C. Only 36% (or 54) of the 150 art products surveyed included a conformance
statement on the label,

All art and craft supplies, whether or not they contain toxic chemicals, should be
labeled with the statement "Conforms to ASTM D-4236." The conformance statement
serves as evidence that the manufacturer has done the proper analysis under the
federal law. Unless manufacturers are required to place a conformance statement on
the product, consumers will not know whether a product without a warning label
contains no hazardous chemicals OR whether it simply has not been analyzed to
determine its toxicity.

Moroever, a requirement for a conformance statement on product labels ensures
that manufacturers who comply with the law and label their products will not be
penalized in the marketplace. Consumers are more likely to purchase an unlabeled art
product than one that contains a warning label, in the belief that the unlabeled product
is safer. Yet the contents of the bottle without the label may be just as, or even more,
dangerous. If consumers know that those art supplies that have been checked for
hazardous ingredients will either have a warning label or a conformance label. they will
be less likely to choose an unlabeled product. and the bad actors will not profit from
their disregard for the law.

The voluntary labeling standard that the federal law now mandates requires a
conformance statement to appear on the product label whenever practical, but also
allows the manufacturer to place the conformance statement on point-of-purchase signs
or literature, or in response to a formal request for bid or proposal. The best way to
ensure that consumers are notified that a product has been reviewed for hazardous
ingredients is to require a conformance statement on the product label. The CPSC
should require that the labels of all arts and crafts supplies include a conformance
statement.

14
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I). PIRG found that different brands of similarly toxic _products may have different
labels -- one that warns of the long-term health hazards and one that does not.

-2

not2d that diffk.7f..nt 1-717,1s -f similar product (tuT.-7e7tire.. fr ex:IT-7171c

Not only are consumers misled about the relatie of these
manufacturers that comply with the federal labeling law are penalized in :Ile
marketplace, because consumers are more likely to chose a product with no chr:nic
hazard warning label, assuming that an unlabeled product is s.

Example
Similarly toxic products, but different labels mislead consumers

TURPENTINE

Conforming Label Non-Conforming Label

CAUTION: CONTAINS TURPENTINE

vapors collect in low spots and spread long
distances even under closed doors. Provide
fresh air ventilation during and after use to
prevent build up of vapors. Use only with'cross
ventilation especially at floor level. lb avoid
breathing vapors or spray mist, open windows
and doors or use other means to ensure fresh
air entry during application and drying. If you
experience eye watering, headaches or dizziness,
increase fresh air or wear respiratory protection
(NIOSH/MSHA TC23C or equivalent) or leave
the area.

NOTICE: Reports have associated repeated
and prolonged occupational over-exposure to
solvents with permanent brain and nervous
system damage. Intentional misuse by
deliberately concentrating and inhaling the
contents may be harmful or fatal.

Oriole Brand Gum lbrpentine
The Wamer Graham Co.
Cockeysville, MD 21030
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Use in well-ventilated area. Avoid prolonged
breathing of vapor.

Liquitex Artist Rectified Turpentine
Binnev & Smith Inc.
Easton, PA 18044
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The health of millions of Americans -- from artists to
senior citizens -- is threatened by the presence of hazardous substances containe.t
and craft supplies. Despite the passaix of a federal law designed to inform
of the long-term health risks associated with certain art producis and the arpr,7r:..-2
way to use these products, inadequately labeled toxic products continue to he sold.

In order to protect children and consumers from hazardous art supplies. the
PIRGs make the following three recommendations:

1. As the federal agency responsible for the implementation and enforcement of
the labeling law, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) must
increase its enforcement efforts and must complete the rulemaking proms to
fully implement the law.

CPSC investigators should check art and craft materials to ensure that each
product either carries an appropriate warning label or a conformance statement.
Failure to label a product properly would subject the manufacturer to civil penalties.

The federal labeling law also required the CPSC to issue guidelines and criteria
for use by the manufacturers in assessing chronic hazards by November 1989, but these
guidelines have not yet been issued In final form. Similarly, the CPSC has not yet
promulgated the final regulations clarifying that the labels should include a phone
number and a conformance statement. While the application of the voluntary standard
was made mandatory for all art and craft materials by Congress, and is therefore not a
subject for Commission decisions, the failure of the CPSC to issue final regulations has
caused some art and craft manufacturers to ask for a delay in enforcement. The CPSC
must send a clear message to the manufacturers of art and craft materials that the
agency intends to emorce the labeling law despite the delay in issuing chronic hazard
guidelines.

2. Congress and state legislatures should pass legislation to ban the use of toxic art
supplies in elementary schools, ensure that toxic art supplies used in secondary
schools are used safely, and require the development of a list of acceptable
products for elementary school children.

Children, who are at a higher risk from exposure to hazardous substances.
should not be allowed to use todc art materials. Regulations are needed to protect
children from exposure to toxic substances contained in commonly used art materials
such as rubber cements, permanent markers and clays and glazes.

16
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Congress and state legislatures should enact legislation to truly prevent the ris4
associated with hazardous substances by reducing and ::..raduanv eliminatina
production and use of toxic chemicals.

Art products are only one vi.;iy that Amerleans are .n.Tosej r tox::
Each year, American companies produce or use at least 350 billion pounds of toxic
chemicals, more than 1400 pounds per person. The 'EPA estimates that toxic chemicals
are present in the body tissue of 99 percent of all Americans.

The only way to truly prevent the risks associated with hazardous substances is
to reduce and gradually eliminate their production and use. U.S. Representative Gerry
Sikorski (1)-MN) has introduced the Community Right to Know More Act of 1991.
H.R. 2880, which provides the public with a solution to the toxics crisis. The bill
requires industries to publicly report on toxic chemical production, use and releases. It
also requires industries to develop plans for reducing the toxic problem at its source.

For more information on the dangers associated with art and craft products. contact:

Center for Safety in the Arts
5 Beekman Street, Suite 1030

New York, NY 10038
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Arts, Crafts and Theater Safety
181 Thompson Street, #23

New York, NY 10012
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Do Not Use

Dusts and Powders
1. Clay in dry form. Powdered c'ay. which s eas.ly rra ec. ccr.

tains free silica and possible asbestos. Do not - r.c cry c!ay
Owes or do other dust-producing activfties.

2. Ceramic glazes or copper enamels.

3. Cold water, fiber-reactive dyes or other commercial dyes.

4. hstant paper machos (create inhalable dust and some may
contain asbestos fibers, Wad from pigments in colored print-
ing Inks. etc.).

5. Powdered tempera colors (create inhalable dusts and some
.ternpera colors contain toxic pigments, preservatives. etc.).

E. Pastels. chalks or dry markers that create dust.

Solvents
Solvents (e.g., turpentr.e. tc,uere. rudzer cernert : arc
sdivent-tontaining rnatena's sc vert-oaset rk3
caints, rudder cement:.

2. Solvent-based sk screen arc ctr!er o 7::rg ,rss

3. Aerosol sprays.
4. Epoxy, instant glue, airplar.e glue or other solvent-dasec adhe-

sives.
5. Permanent felt tip markers which may contain toluere or other

toxic solvents.

Toxic fiketals
1. Stained Glass projects using :ead came. scicer. flux. etc.
2. Arsenic, cadmium, chrome. mercury. leao. manganese. or

other toxic metals which may occur in pigments. meta filings.
metal enamels. glazes. metal casting. etc.

Miscellaneous
Phdtcgracr,c onerricais

2. Casting piaster. Creates c..st arc :,as:
Parts has resulted in serious :yrs.

3. Ac:d etcres ard clocirg

Substitutes

Cr:-.-7" "2 c-"Ee. pre,-..xsc
trcrcugh.y a-ter using c.a!.

2. Use water-o4. pair.ts instead cf ;;;azes. 7eaorers ;re/
water-proof pieces with shellac cr varrisn.

3. Use vegetible and plant dyes (e.g.. cr.thsk7:rs. tea. ftwess
and food dyes.

4. Make paper macho frcm back art wri:e rewsoacer arc i-
brary or white paste.

5. Use liquid caints cr par:s :7e :eszre- p-e--

e. Use orayc-s. c I past's 7.- 7.'..;s! es?.

I I I -se '...a;er-casec 5.1K Z

pontain.ing sat ::grre-:E.
2, Use water-:;asec oa,rts ev

Use white g.ue or scrcci

-. Use or.4 water c..^.:cr ar,ers.

'. Use :a :corare arc oiacK .,:azer:c ssru:ate .eac.
2. Se: rvec e-t rfcrntucr or Ma:er.a, Safety :a:a S:-es:s :-

products w-cr are urcertfed Id be cerz,r, trey are free
r.dx:c -rera s.

-E-:-
7eao-er
:act rc arc 7.7:re sa-e

_se '.=crr .7Fcc -re F
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SAWA WWI sums1, HEALTHagAMODERATI4
F0E04(EXTREK)

REACTIVIIYO(LEAST)
CHRONICao

1 -, I, .40 ...LA& .10 .11,4140. AnnaMM.W.;41... . 14., 4.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET APPENDIX B
Consumer Products Division, Derision 4D Sodom Inc.
NO EAST BROAD STREET, COOAKM Q140 4MI5

Far oidifing ktIonnaRen,sigNi;Ilik etqfts of MUHL etc. 800-848-9400
For kohekel Informalon only, 61443146n

THE OSHA HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD 29 CFR 1910.1200 REQUIRES T
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SHEET BE MADE AVAILABLE TO YOUR V.,

INSTRUCT YOUR WORKERS TO HANDLE THIS PRODUCT PROPERLY

7

DESCRIPTION: KR= 1305 IMMtAKE FUATIF SPRAT COAT.
PROMO lYPE: wAERSIN7.111SWINO MOM

APPLICATION: ITEM; 1305

/ANAL SRO MEMO
MIS MATERIAL IS A *HEALTH HAZARD' ANWOR A "PHYSICAL HAZARD" AS DETERMINED WHEN REVWWED ACCORDING TO THE REQUIREYEVE.
CF THE OXWATIONAL SAFElY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 29 CFR PART 1910.1200 'HAZARD CaNANICATION" STANDARD. .

nuomtiss MOMS NNIIBMITSMENSTED NAM EFFECTS
liMINSISTAT NI NONA DEINIMIM % UNE

THE IINMEIDENTS USTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH ONE OR
MORE CW THE USTED MEDIATE AMOR DELAYED (I HEALTH HAZARDS
INK Of MAIN AND EFFECTS DEPENDS UPON MARLIN AND LEVEL OF
EXPOSURE BEFORE USSIG OR HANDLINa REMAND INDERSTAND THE MOS.

87434 IIIPSWAN01 1-5
WE 1101111 ISM PM

MAY CAUSE LIVER DAMAGE BASES MI ANDIAL DATA
MAY CAM KMNEY DAMAGE BASED ON ANNAL DATA
CAN CAUSECENIRAL PERM SYSTEM DEPINMIN. SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

MAY HEADACHE, rf, NAUSEAMMITING,

SEE MOIMITE

.mast
ACMH TLV: 400 PPM (MO MUM) IWA500 PPM (1225 MS M3;
0$Mft1 WM PM ISM 1Wk501) PPM RN 1118/S31 STEL
NIOSH DOCtMENT AVNER 76-142

(17.144 *MOW 5040. . 11071181111 CNA FEL
INGESWON MAY CALki LIVER DAMAGE
INGESTION MAY CAUSE KIDNEY DAMAGE.
CAN CAUSE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSION. SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

MAY IKLUDE HEADACHE. DIZZINESS. NAUSEA, VOMITING
INCONSCIOUSNESS AND EVEN ASPHYXIATION.

SEE FODMOIE C.
ACM Tim 750 PPM(17130 MGM3) MA:1000 PPM(2375 MG M3) STEL
WM Mt TN MIRO TW*IMO WN12400 Una) SM.
NOSH DOCUMENT NUMBER 78-173

75-214 INNEN
SEE FOOTNOTE C.

ACGIH TLV. NONE ESTABLISHED
MINA PEI.: MINE EXAMINES

111-3D

1110454 I-PIORMIOL I-NETROXY-, ACETATE 5-10
GEE FOOTNOTE C.

ACGIH TLV: NONE ESTABUSHEO
UNA FEL 1111111 ESTAIRISSES

1 1-711-2 gratin faYnt 11=011111Y1, MIER 1-5
IMTE REMUS PEL

CAN CAUSE LIVER DAMAGE.
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY DAMAGE
MAY CAUSE BLOOD DISORDER BASED ON ANIMAL DATA

CAN CAUSE CENTRAL NERVOUS VSTEM DEPRESSION SIGNS ANC SYMPTOMS
MAY MODE HEADACHE DIZZINESS. NAUSEA. VOMMNG
LIKONSCKNINESS AND EVEN ASPHYXIATION.
SEE FOOTNOTE C.

ACM TM SKIN - 25 PPM (120 MC413)
ASIA TEL SIN 1111 pm pu mom TITA

SOWN RIONSILIRRE
SEE FORT= C.

ACM Tut Non ESIABLIVED
MA TR: MI 'STAMEN

Mien 6As Om DATE OF IISUINCE 0 ma DOEUMENT. re:*
MATERIAL HAS NOT BEEN LISTED BY NTP. IARC OR OSHA AS A CARC ;N.: :4E%

MICK BATA
APPEARANCE AND PHSCAL STATE
AUTOIGAIMOS TEMPERATURE DEG F
BOILING PONT. DEG F 8 760 UM H.G
EVAPORATICM RATE ourn. ACETA-E.x."
FHSA: 16CFRI500AQ (8)
FLASH POINT. DEG F
FLASH POOL PRIPELLANT. DEa F
ODOR
ODOR 111163HOLD. PPM
PERCENT WATTLE BY WEIGHT
PH SA 68 DEG F
PRISM M MAHER. PSIG * 70
SOURRITYM WATER IP 58 DEG F
SPECEC UMW
-MOW MARIAM LIMITS.% BY VCL
VAPOR DENSITY ;AIR awn s 68 DEG F
VAPOR PRESSURE - SEE CAN cRESS.:E
:OEFFVENT OF WATER CIL C E

L CLI:
1.44

E(RRIE.y
>

< -117 tErE:)
HYDROCARBON E:CetsiT

NOT AVA:LABLE

:472
E SSESITIALLy SE-77A:

APFO.OXISAATE....' 35

17, :7

I INMAN SULU WAIII WA
sch ABSORPTION: MAY BE HAP

E nCN: MAY BE HARMF.11. .7-
'.-ALATION: MAY BE HARMFIJL. IF

1TATiON OF NOSE, THRCAT
:A Si CAUSE CENTRAL, NERVCUS SYS .
SU CAUSES IRRITATICN
EYES: CAUSES IRRITATICN.

MAIM PIRAIIIIMIS
SKIN AESORPTIOtt AVOID CCNTA:' E'EE % :R %

1111E RITA MIME VENTILATION. TC, C %:: .1: S
CR SFPAY MIST. OPEN WINDGAS AND :OCRS '7: _

AS AN EXHAUST FAN TO ENSURE FRESH AIR ENTRY DURAG
AND CRYING .

1121.1 EXPERIENCE En WATERX '4EAOACE CP E

ESiAR WEAR RESPIRAT:FY C% V,S

E:ViZLENT), OR LEAVE 11-.E
3' 44 CONTACT firi!-;.

:7: 2,4.T; CONTAC- ,Yr7r7 E- E
ACCCR:AN:E : E - E

;

r174C A- 7.: EE:

TrCROLIOrLY ArE; IAotL .:
ENEINEIN AND FM 1111

SKIN ABSIAPTION. IN CASE OF CONTACT. IYMEJIA7E..f E E
CR SIGN WITH PLENTY OF WATER FCR X L.P.1..27 f. Nli*.i.E .".

REMCVING CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AAID Si-CES
WASH CLOTHING AND DIDES BEFORE RE4E.
INGESTIOR IF ACCMENTLY SWALLOWED, DILUTE BY DRINKLNS

OUANTMES OF WATER. DAMEDIATELY CONTACT POISON CCNTRC
OR HOSPITAL EMERGENCY 1MOM FOR ANY OTHER ADDMONAL TRE:7*,A aft
INECTICARL

VMINATINIt IF MALEC. REMOVE TO MESH AIR. IF NOT BREATMS
GM ARTWICIAL ESPIRATION.PREFERAM.Y WITH-TO-MTh
CALL A ROWAN.

SEE REVERSE RIDE

DISCLA1MERSEE REVERSE SIDE

PREVIOLA3 ISSUE25-JUL-139 CWIRENT ISSULOOTAAR-90 ICD-1 306C
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SKIN CONTACT: FLUSH SKIN WITH PLENIYOF HATE& REMOVE CONTAMINATED

CLOTHING, CALL A PHYSICIAN IF IRRITATION PERSIST&
EYE CONTACT IMMEDIATELY FLUSH EYES WITH PLENTY Of WATER FOR AT

LEAST IS MUTES. EYELIDS SHOULD BE HELD APART DURING IRRIGATION

TO HOUK WATER CONTACT WITH ENTIRE SURFACE OF EYES AND LiDS

CALL A PHNOM

RUMS MIPUISMI MN DATA
UMW MUNE
CO NOINICISIMI PS CORINNE& ARNO RUT.
KEEP mama uwa 1taffill 14, HIGH TEMPERATURES MX,

BURSTING. DO MT PLACE CONTAINER ON RADIATOR. STOVE IN
SUNLIGHT MT KAR OTHER HEAT SOURCES. DO ROT WITICTIRE CONTAINER.

C ORIENTS MIER PRESSURE WILL DISCHARGE, ARO WEIRum SPARKS.
PILOT MT& BS KT SIM VAPOR MAY IGNITE EXPLOSIVELY. SPRAY

'MIST OR VAPOR EVAPORATING FROM A DEPOSITED FILM IS HEARER MAN
AIR AND MAYSETTLE IN LOW PLACES OR TRAVELOUTWARD TO A SOURCE OF

SNOW AKI RASHBACK
IN CASE Of ME UN DRY CHEMICAL. FOAM OR CO2. WATER MAY

K KFFECTIVE BUT MILD BE USED TO KEEP FIRE-EXPOSED
=INNERS COOL

NSW RATA
NORMALLY STABLE AS DEFINED IN NIPA 7041214.3m,
HAZARD= POLYMERIZATIOR WILL NOT OCCUR.
NCORATIKITTES: STRONG OXIDIZER&
OTHER HAZARD& NONE KNOWN TO BORDEN.
THZCOMPOSTTel PROD= MAY INCLUDE: OXIDES OF CARBON.

CUTINTIMMIMES
IF AIM CONTAMINANTS ARE GENERATED WHEN THE MATERIAL IS

HEATED OR HAMRA SifFtlENTVENTHATV4 RI MAK AND MR FLOW
PATTERNS SHOW/ BE MOWED TO KEEP AM CONTRAINIANT
CROWSON LEVETS BELOW ACCEPTABLE CATENA.

ENGINEERS CONTROLS,: THE FOLLOPAWS MOM CONTROL TECHNIQUES
MAYBE USED TO EFFECTIVELY ANNOME DOME EXPOSURE: LOCAL
ERNST VENTIATION, EMIRS) SYSTEM KM PROCESS ISOLATION
AM REMOTE CONTROL W COAMINATTINI WITH APPINWINATE USE OF
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE ETIPMENTAND PRUDENT WOMPRACTOSTHESE
TEDIUMS MAY KIT NECESSARILY ADDRESS ALL SSUES PERTAINING TO
MIR OPERATION& WE THEREFORE RECOMMEND THATYOU CONSULT WITH

EXPERTS OF YOWI CHOICE TO DETERMINEWHETHER OR NOT ruP

PROGRAMS ARE ADERIATE

PERM& TIOTECTION INFERIATION
WHERE MR CONTAMINANTS CAN EXCEED ACCEPTABLE CRITERIA. -SE V: E.-

MSHA APPROVED RESPIRATORYPROTECTION EIJIPMENT

SHOULD BE SELECTED BASED ON THE FORM AND CONCENTRATION CF

CONTAMINANTS IN MR IN ACCORDANCE WITH OSHA 29 CFR 1910 134 C;

OTHER APPLICABLE STANDARDS OR GUIDELINES,
USE GOGGLES IF CONTACT IS LIKELY.
WEAR mAPERwOuS GLOVES AS REQUIRED TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT

SPIU101W Monti
ELIMWATE ALL RATION SOURCES.
SOAK tli WITH ABSORBENT MATERIAL 041 REMOVE TO A CHEmICA.,

DISPOSAL AREA
PREVENT ENTRY IN-Z. NAT1_,F4., E: CIES CF

HASTE MORI
OiSPOSE OF ACCC=I: N.3 _

. 7.,,..111EMErs
-T CZNTAAE. -

F.:NOTuRE CR WELD CN :A NE
INCINERATION WILL CAUSE C'n '9E:

POSSE MAIN=
KEEP CONTAINER CLOSED
STORE IN A COOL WELL-Well. ATE:
00 NOT STORE AT TEMPERATURES ABOvi 1 z
AIM &AERATORS, STOVES. DIRECT S4iNL:6,-7.
KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT, SPARKS. FUME AND OTHER IGNITION ScL;F:Ei.

00 NOT STORE NEAR STRONG OXIDIZING CHEMICALS

WIT CIASSNWAIWN
ORM-D CONSUMER COMMODITY.

SSA TITLE IN SECTION 313 ARO 40 CM PART 372
DSC CREMZAL NOTIFICATION WET

TRION ISO MUMS MTN MAY COAL

THIS Ponta mama THE FOLLOWING TO= CHEMICAL(S) SUBJECT To T-E
REPORTWG RETIREMENTS OF SECTION 313 OF TITLE M OF THE SUPERFAZ
AMENDMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1056 AW) SUBPART -
C-SUPPLIER RTIFICATKNI REQUIREMENT OF 40 (TR TART 372.

CAS SSW PCT. ilY

NSW* CHEMICAL NAME KATT

67-64-1 ACETOK 62 la
GLYCOL ETHERS 5 Ea

- GLYCOL ETHERS
THIS TOXIC CHEMICAL. NOTIFICIATION SHEET ?JUST NCT RE CETACHE: ;ALM

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET tmSZSI ANY COPYING AND REDISTP;EVr

OF THE MEM SHALL INCIME CC FvNG AND REDISTPETION OF TH
N7FTATION SHEF" az T-E F7E7...E

PREVIOUS ISEUE.25-JUL-E9 CURRENT ISSLE.0 E-W-R-90 KID-1 2CO3;:

DISCLAIMER
SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY. EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. CONCERNING THE PRODUCT OR
THE MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS THEREOF FOR ANY PURPOSE OR CONCERNING THE
ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED BY BORDEN. except that the product shall
conform to contracted specifications, and that the product does not infringe any valid United States
patent. The information provided herein was believed by Borden to be accurate at the time of
preparation or prepared from sources believed to be reliable, but it is the responsiblity of the user
Kt investigate and understand other pertinent sources of infornation. to comply with all laws and
procedures appecable to the safe handling and use of product and ks determine lite aultiblity
of the product for Ss intended use. Buyer's exclusive remedy shall be for damages and no claim
of eny kind, whether as to prockrct delivered or for non-Mvery of prockact, and whether based
on Comma. breach of warranty, ne.gence or otherwise shall be greater In amount than Ihe
purchase twice of the wandsy of product in respect of which damages are claimed. In no event
shall Seer be Sable for incidental or consequential damages, whether Buyer's claim is based
on contract, breech of warranty, negligence or otherwise.
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